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STYLETECH METAL
Fusing the urban industrial feeling with the imagery 
of foundry metals, Floor gres created the authenticity 
of a metal-look tile in three colors through their 
digital technology, while offering the durability 
and ease of maintenance of a full-body porcelain 
stoneware tile. The honed surface of the “Soft” Finish 
adds extra richness to the three colors. Suitable for 
both commercial and residential installations.

Metal 01

Metal 02 Metal 03

Colors are intended as a guide only and may vary from actual tile.  Please check tile samples before making final selections. See 
reverse side for additional product information.

MADE IN ITALY 



PRODUCT INFORMATION

Colors

Trim

Usage

TSFGSM/151111

FGSM--S/SBN     2 x 24 Surface Bullnose

Styletech Metal Series is suitable for both residential and commercial installations.

Surface Bullnose is made from field tile that is cut, ground and reglazed.

FGSM1S Metal 01  (Dk. Steel Grey)
FGSM2S Metal 02 (White)
FGSM3S Metal 03 (Lt. Grey) 

Frost
Resistance

Slip
Resistance

Resistant R 9 Soft Finish
R11 Slate Hammered  
 Finish

Coefficient of 
Friction (COF)

Dynamic Coefficient 
of Friction (DCOF)

ASTM C1028
Wet ≥ 0.60
Dry  ≥ 0.60

Wet ≥ 0.42

U.S. GREEN
BUILDING
COUNCIL

Installation Information
Most Italian manufacturers recommend a maximum offset of 8” (20cm) on all large format tiles when setting running bond. 
Please refer to ANSI requirements for setting large format tiles ANSI A108.02 Section 4.3.8.
There are special setting requirements and materials for large format tiles. Please refer to the TCNA Handbook and guidelines by 
your mortar manufacturer for more information.

Rectified w/ Soft (Honed) Finish R9 Non-Rectified w/ Slate Hammered Finish - R11 

  8 x 32 FGSM--S/832

 8 x 48 FGSM--S/848

 24 x 24 FGSM--S/2424

 24 x 24 FGSM--S/2424

  6 x 24 FGSM--T/624

NON-STOCK SIZES • Available in all colors
Non-stock items are subject to minimum order quantities.

It is important to mix tiles within each carton and blend from 
several cartons to get a proper balance of variation. 

Sizes
Rectified with Soft (Honed) Finish - R9
16 x 32  FGSM-S/1632
24 x 48  FGSM-S/2448
32 x 71  FGSM-S/3271
2 x 2 Mosaic FGSM-S/22

Due to the special packing required for the large format 
tiles, orders for the 24 x 48 and 32 x 71 size must be for full 
box quantities only and we are not able to fill orders on the 
same day as placed.

24 x 48 & 32 x 71 Size Handling Information


